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The present invention relates to the carbon 
ization or coking of carbonaceousfuels such as 
heavy oil residues, ‘asphalts, asphaltites or the 
like, as well as all types ohficoal, lignites, cellu 
losic ‘materials including‘, lignin, oil shale, tar 
sands, etc., to produce‘valuable volatile mate» 
rials andcoke. More particularly, thelinvention 
is concerned with an improved method and ap 
paratus for the continuous carbonization of these 
fuels in the'form of ?nely divided solids moving 
much like a fluid through a treating'system. 

Heretofore, carbonizable fuelsyof the type men 
tioned above have been converted into liquid and 
gaseous fuels and'coke in ?xed bed, low or high 
temperature, coking 0r carbonization processes. 7 
These processes either require frequent clean 
ing, periods resulting in discontinuous operation 
or they involve inef?cient conversion of the avail 
able carbon into heat and volatile fuels. 
The operation oft‘hese processes may be made 

fully continuous by employing the so-called ?uid 
solids technique in which the reactions take place 
indense ‘?uidized .beds of ?nely divided solids 
maintained. in -a turbulent ebullient state by 
means of fluidizing gases, This technique has 
highly desirable additional advantages including 
greatlyimprovcd heat distribution and ease ‘of 
solids handling], 7 - , 

, It is also known that the utilization of the 
carbon available in the starting material may 
be greatly, intensi?ed when the coking is car 
ried outnin a so-called “fluid" reactor and the‘ 
heat required to support the endothermic coking 
reaction is, generated by a combustion of the car 
bon of the charge and, supplied to the coking zone 
for instance in the form of sensible heat of solid 
combustion ‘residue circulated to the heat-con 
suming-,vcarbonization “or coking reaction. In 
this manner, it is also possible ‘to supply the heat 
required for the coking reaction directly and in 
ternally, _to the charge-undergoing coking with-. 
olll'lranundesirable. dilution of the volatile car 
bonization products with combustion gases and 
without losses of valuable volatilecarbonization 
pro ducts-by combustion. 
However, even this improved coking ‘or carbon-‘‘ 

i‘zation process falls short of a‘full utilization 
oi the valuable?constituents of the charge ‘in 
commercial operation. In order, to carry the 
coking procedure ‘to substantial completeness,‘ 1, 
coking times ‘are usuallyrequired which are con 
ducive tothe' craking of valuable normally liquid 
coking products into gases of lower. value. In 
addition, ‘ continuous coking ‘processes’ ‘applying 
the fluid solids-technique involve the use of dense 
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highly turbulent coking ‘beds ofsubstantiallyuniel 
form composition throughout the bed ‘to which 
the charge is continuously fed. and from'which, 
coke is continuously withdrawn.‘ The coke with 
drawn will, therefore, always have an average]. 
composition between that of the fresh feedl'and 
that of a completely coked or carbonized ‘product, 
rather than the composition of a completely 
coked product as it would be desirable from the‘ 
point of view of process economy as well as value; 
of ‘the coke product for various uses.»_ 1 . . .. ‘ 
The present invention overcomes‘ the afores-s 

mentioned difficulties and affords‘ various addi: 
tional advantages as will appear from .thefol-q 
lowing description thereof read with .‘reference 
to the accompanyingdrawing r 

‘ It is, therefore, the principal object of my“ in?‘ 
vention to provide an improved process forthe 
continuous ‘coking _or carbonization of carbo 
naceous fuels. ‘ l l ‘ 

_ Another ‘object’ of my invention is to provide 
an improved coking or carbonization process, 
which combines continuous operation with short 
reaction times and the production of a. sufficiently; 
coked residue. , , . 

A still further objectof my invention is to pro 
vide an improved coking or carbonization ‘proof. 
ess of the type speci?ed which employs the ?uid 

A more speci?c object of my 
improved process‘ of coking heavy oil residues; 
asphaltites, carbonaceous solidspetc. in ;contin’-i~i 

of valuable?‘ uous operation'with optimum yields 
volatileproducts. ‘ I‘ . 

Other and further objects and advantages- of‘: 
my invention will appear from the following more 
detailed description and claims. i‘ ‘ ' 7? 

I have found that these‘ objectsand advan; 
tages may be accomplished, quite genera1ly,.by» 
contacting the carbonaceous feed to be coked- or‘ 
carbonized with a ?nely divided highlyturbulent‘ 
mass of solids‘ preheated at‘ least to a‘c'okin'g'l’o’rv 
carbonization temperature and maintained-in an‘ 
elongated solids transfer line of relatively small“ 
cross section, fora time sufficient to allow for 
substantially complete coking» or carbonization 
of the feed but insu‘f?cient to permit app‘recia-J 
ble cracking of volatile products. Carbonaceous 
charge and heat-carrying solids are ‘preferably. 
passed upwa‘rdlythr’ough‘ the transfer line ‘coke 

' ing zone. _ A ?uidizingv gas injected into a bottom‘ 

portion of the transfer line serves, in .lco'mbinal? 
tion with product vapors, to ?uidize and propel‘ 
the charge through the coking zone. ' ' ‘ 

Finely divided fluidized coke and 

invention is an‘ 
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vapors discharge into a disengaging and/or strip 
ping zone of enlarged cross section which is 
maintained below cracking temperature and 
wherein coke is separated from and/or stripped 
of, volatile coking products preferably with the 
aid of a stripping gas such as steam, CO2, other 
inert gases, ‘ or the like. Finely divided coke, 
substantially free of product vapors is preferably 
heated by a partial combustion in a separate 
heating zone to the desired solids preheating 
temperature and returned as heat-carrying solid 
to the transfer line coking zone. 
An elongated transfer line of relatively narrow 

cross section may be readily so dimensioned as 
to restrict the reaction time to that required for 
substantially complete coking at the coking tem 
perature employed without permitting- appre 
ciable cracking. At the same time, solids back 
mixing is limited to a negligible extent while 
full advantage may betaken of the ideal ,heat 
distribution within‘ the ?uidized mass across vthe 
(‘£0.85 section of the narrow coking zone. In this 
manner, av coke of any desired low volatile con 
tent may be withdrawn from the discharge end 
of;the transfer line reactor. 
__My invention is‘equally suited to the coking 
of carbonaceous materials which are‘ liquid at 
theicoking temperature such as heavy oil resi 
dues, asphalts, gilsonites'or the like, as to the 
carbonization of carbonaceous solids such as 
coals, oil shale, etc. In the former case I inject 
the preheated liquid charge into a ?uidized mass 
of; hot coke or inert solids such as sand, clay, etc. 
maintained in my transfer line reactor. In the 
latter- case,- the ?nely divided solid charge is fed 
to the transfer line reactor'and contacted therein 
with-?uidized hot usually carbonaceous solid ob 
tained'in' the'process. In both casesycomplete 
mixing takes place immediately upon contact 
of the fresh charge with the hot ?uidized-solids 
m- the transfer line reactor. However, greatest 
advantages-1 are obtained‘ when applying my in 
vention‘ tovv thee-coking of less refractory charge 
ma‘teria‘lssuch as oil- residues, asphaltitesand 
the like which have been found to yields-volatile 
coking .- products of particularly high cracking 
sensitivity. 7 ' i , 

~Inorder to assure full continuity’ of- operation, 
I prefer to maintain the process solids in a‘ ?uid 
ized': condition in all stages of the process in 
cluding/the; reaction... vdisengaging and combus 
tion-zones. :Any conventional meansknown- in 
the=ar't:~of- :?uid: solids handling such- as aerated 
standpipes, pressurized feed hoppers, mechanical 
conveyors-etc. may be ‘used to convey the process 
solids between the individual treating zones. , 

Speci?c equipment dimensions and operating 
conditions. depend, of course, on the character 
istics, of1the carbonaceous: feedv and the quality 
andrelative proportions of the products desired. 
Quite-generally,.satisfactory results may be ob-' 
tainedwhen using a transfer line reactor .allow 
ing feta; feed- residence'time of about 0.5 to 15 
seconds 1 at ‘coking temperatures of about 
850°~~1400c E, pressures of about 1-50 lbs. per sq. 
in..,and;;super?cial gas velocities of about'2-30 
ft.~rpcr second; for solids particle sizes of about 
5,0-200-meshwand bed densities of about 0.1-10 
lbshperucu. ft. within the transfer line reactor. 
Coke disengagingand/or stripping may be car 
ried out atv a temperature level of . about 700° 
'1‘300°‘F. and 5—25 lbs. persq. in. pressure. The 
heat-carrying solids are preferably preheated 
to'temperatures of about 1000°—1_800° ‘F. assum 
ing a feed ratio of about 1 to 10 lbs. of heat-carry 
ing solids supplied at the preheating temperature 
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to the transfer line reactor per lb. of carbona~ 
ceous charge. 
Having set forth the general nature and ob— 

jects, my invention will be best understood from 
the more detailed description hereinafter in 
which reference will be made to the accompany 
ing drawing which is a partly, schematic and 
partly diagrammatic illustration of a system suit 
able for carrying out a preferred embodiment of 
my invention. 
The system illustrated by the drawing essen 

tially‘comprises a transfer line reactor ID, a 
combination disengaging and stripping vessel 

‘20 and a combustion zone or heater 50 whose 
functions . and ' cooperation will be forthwith 
explained using the coking of heavy oil residues 
as. an~example. 1 It should be understood, how 
ever, that the system illustrated may be readily 
adapted to‘ the coking or carbonization of other 
carbonizable fuels such as asphalts, shales, coals, 
etc. - 

Referring- now in vdetail ' to they drawing, ‘heavy 
oil residues'such as a ‘l7°vA.-P. I.‘ East Texas 
residuumv isfed through line l---to apreheating 
furnace 3 in which the feed'imay be preheated‘ to 
a temperature of, say, about‘500°-‘-850-° F. at which‘ 
no appreciable coking takes 1 place. The >7 pre 
heated feed leaves preheater 3 ‘through-lined 
and is injected into the lower portion» of trans 
fer line reactor [0 with‘ the aid of’ a propelling 
and ?uidizing gas such as steam; COa-product 
gas, or the like, supplied? from-line 5. 

Transfer vline reactor ll]v receives; froma con 
ventional standpipe 12 provided with control 
valve [4 andone‘or-more aeration taps l6; ?nely 
divided process coke having a ?uidizable particle 
size-of about 50-200 mesh, which ‘has beenheated 
to a temperature of about »1000°-1600°'F. in heater 
50 as will appear more clearly hereinafter. "*In 
the case of'a coking feed which is‘liquidat' the 
coking temperature, the coke particles-supplied 
fromstandpipe l2 consist of process cokede 
posited on a core of non-process solid suchv as 
extraneous coke, sand, clay or the like supplied 
to and heated in heater 50 above coking tem 
perature during the starting period inany suit; 
ableimanner known per- se. .‘E‘orexample;v the 
extraneous ?nely divided solids may,~during the 
starting ‘period, be suspended‘ in an air-fuel gas 
mixture and» the suspension may be passed 
through line 45 into- heater‘ill- wherein-the gas 
mixture ‘may be burned to- heat the solids to the 
desired temperatures. In the course of the‘ 
operation all extraneous solid matter mayv di's-' 
appear in 'theform- ofwithdrawn cokeand-be' 
replaced completely ‘by process coke. 
The liquid feed, upon contact with‘the-ho‘tobkei 

in reactor I0, is quiokly'heateditda coking-or 
carbonization. temperature‘ of about 850°-1200"~-'F. 
as a result'of' the excellent heat ‘transfer char 
acteristics of the turbulent coke mass I?uidiz‘ed 
in. and propelled through reactor» 10' under the 
in?uence of the‘ ?uidizing ‘gas supplied through 
line Band the rapidgevolution of product vapors. 
Coke formed during the coking vtreatment-is vde 
posited on the ?uidized solids in reactor 10. -' The 
diameter and slope of reactor“), and the‘ feed 
rates of the. charge, preheated solids and ?uid~ 
'izing gas. are'so chosen that the solids in reactor 
[0 form~an ebullient‘?uidized massand travel 
upwardly through reactor [0. Thelength erre 
actor I0 is adapted to‘ permit a- cokingtime of 
about 1 to‘ l?'secondslso that‘ the charge of:re 
actor I0 discharges into ‘vessel-illsubstantially at. 
the coking temperature which -;may ‘equal .or: 
be even above the temperature of incipient crack 
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ing ofvolatlle: coklngproducts__ after the coking 
of thecharge is carried to substantial completion 
yielding a coke substantially free of carbonizable- ‘ 
constituents. 

' In’ order to prevent substantial. cracking ‘of ‘ 
volatile coking products, it is desirable to quench‘ 
the turbulent mass discharging from reactor [0 
immediately upon completion of the desired 
coking reaction. This may be accomplished, for 
example, by quenching the cokedsuspensionwith 
steam or any other suitable gas immediately upon 
the‘ entry of the suspension into the enlarged 
section 22 of vessel 20. I may also quench the 
coked ‘suspensionprior to its entry into vessel 
20 by introducing into an upper portion of re 
actor l0, e. g.‘ through line 11 suitable amounts 
of a preferably liquidquenching medium such as 
water, liquid feed, heavy recycle slurry of solid. 
coke in ‘heavy product bottoms from the product 
recovery system‘. ‘etcpor by any combination of 
these methods. If ‘water or any other extraneous ‘ 
quenching liquid is used in this manner, ‘it may 
be desirable to allow for a contact time between 
the coked suspension and the quenching liquid 
su?icient to permit vaporizationof the latter. 

‘ For the speci?c charge here referred to, based‘ 
on a feed rate of about 50-150 bbl. per hr., reactor 
I0 may have a diameter of 16 to 40 in., a length 
of>25 to 90 it. and a slope of 20 to 90°. Assuming 
a ‘feed preheating temperature or about 850° 
and an initial temperature of the heat-‘carrying 
solids of about 1200° F., good results -may be 
obtained at super?cial gas velocities withiniree 
actor. ll] of about 10 to 30 ft. per second and a 
solids feed rate through valve l4 of about 3 to 6 . 
lbs. per lb. of fresh charge. _ 
A relatively dilute suspension of ?nely divided 

product coke in fluidizing gas and product vapors 
discharges into the upper ‘enlarged section 22 of 
vessel 20, which may attain a temperature or 
about 800°-ll00-° F. As a result of the. reduction 
of the super?cial gas velocity, a substantial 
proportion of the suspended coke drops out and 
is collected in the lower section 24 which may be 
provided with ba?les .126. A small amount of a 
stripping gas, preferably steam, such as about 
1—5% of steam by ‘weight of carbonaceous charge, 
is injected into the bottom portion of section 24 
through lines 28 to strip the coke collected in 
section 24 of associated product vapors and 
simultaneously to keep the coke in a ?uidized ' 
state. . . . , 

A mixture of ‘product vapors ‘and ?uidiaing gas 
containing some entrained coke is withdrawn 
overhead'from" disengaging zone ‘22 ‘and passed 
through conventional, gas-solids separation 
equipment such as cyclone 30. 
in cyclone 30 may be circulated through 1ine.32 
‘to the coke bed in stripping section 24. Product 
vapors and gases, now substantially free of coke, 
are withdrawn through line 34 to be .passed to 
any-conventional product recovery system (not 
shown)... - ‘ a > i l - 

In accordance with another modi?cation‘of my 
invention, substantial cracking of volatile‘coking 
products may be prevented by introducing the 
coked suspension from reactor [0 through line 
19 directly into cyclone 3|]r In this manner, the 
product vapors are separated immediately from 
the hot coke and withdrawn from hot surfaces 
without time being allowed for any appreciable 
cracking. ‘ . 

Stripped ?uidized product coke, which is prac 
tically free, of carbonizable‘ constituents, is with 

Coke' separated ‘ 
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through a ‘conventional standpipejé provided” 
aerating;r with control; valve 38 and one or more 

taps 40. 
Fluidized 

supporting gas such as air. and/or oxygen‘ fed 
from line 43. .The dilute suspension ‘formedis 
passed under the pseudo-hydrostatic pressure of . 
the ?uidized coke column in standpipe 36 through 
line 45 into the lower conical portion 41 of heater 
50 and enters the cylindrical‘main section of 
heater 5!) through a foraminous distributing 
member such as grid 49-.‘ The solids form, in 
heater 50 above grid 49, a dense, turbulent, 

: ‘ebullient bed ?uidized by the combustion-sup 
porting gas and the gaseous combustion products. 
Combustion of coke in heater 50 ‘takes place 

at temperatures which may vary between 1000“ 
and 1600" F. depending on the oxygen supply 
which may be readily adjusted to the heat re 
quirements in reactor to. Super?cial gas veloci 
ties of about 0.5-1.5 ft. per second in heater 50 
and an oxygen supply of about 0.07 to 0.20 lb. per 
lb. of heavy residue charged are generally suit 
able for this purpose. Flue gas is taken overhead 
from level L50 of the ?uidized heater bed and 
preferably passed through conventional gas-solids 
separation equipment such as cyclone 52.. 'Sepa 
rated coke lines may be returned through pipe ‘ 
54 to the ?uidized heater bed while hot flue gases 
substantially free of solids are withdrawn 
through line 56 to be putto any desired use ,or 
to be vented, preferably after a suitable heat 
exchange‘ with process ?uids ‘and/or solids; 

ll‘luidized residual coke is withdrawn down~ 
wardly from heater 5!? and passed substantially 
at the heater temperature through standpipe [2 l 
to reactor ID in the proportions indicated above 
to sup-ply the heat and '?uidizaible solids required 
in reactor l?. Excess coke may be recovered as 
product coke from heater 50 through withdrawal 
line 58, if desired, after suitable’lieat exchange 
with process fluids or solids, or from ‘stripping 
section 24 through line 29. ' 

_ As mentioned above, the system illustrated by. 
the drawing may also be used for the carbo'ni‘z'a-f»; 
tion of carbonaceous materials which are solid-‘at ' 
the carbonization ‘conditions such as all types or 
coals, oil shale, cellulosic materials, andit'h‘e like.’ 
When such materials are used they may be sup; -' 
plied in a fluidizable particle size from a feed‘ 
hopper 10 through a‘ conventional standpipe 12 
aerated through one or more taps ‘14 and pro 
vided with‘a control valve 16. ‘ The ?uidized‘solids‘ 
feed discharges into line 7| wherein it may be 
suspended in a propelling or fluidizing gasi'such" 
assteam and supplied to reactor l0 to‘be fur-'5 
ther treated substantially as described above. ‘ 
The turbulent state of the solids charge-ofl'ire 
actor lll affords immediate and complete' mixing 
and heat‘ exchange-with the hot solid supplied’ 
from standpipel2. ' . , i 

It Will be understood that standpipes 12. 3t ‘and'5 
12 should be high enough to exert sufficient-1137;’ 
drostatic pressure on their bases to overcome the 
pressure and frictional‘ resistance in the direc4> 
tion of the contemplated flow of thesclids‘from . 
these standpipes through the system. Other‘conl 
ventional means for conveying fluidized solids’ 
such ‘as pressurizedfeed hoppers,‘ mechanical 
conveyors or the like may replace‘any or ,allr'oi'. 
standpipes I2, 36 and 72. Instead of suspending? 

the solids withdrawn from stripping zonel‘24 a air line 45 these solids may be ‘fed directlyfa'nd‘. 

drawn, downwardly‘ (,from stripping “zone 75 independently Pflhe gas-Supply ta .lléelsltéq; 11.1.; 

‘coke from standpipe 36 feeds‘. into. 
line 45 wherein it is suspended in a combustion-r» 
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any: conventional ~__manner. "If ' desired; a-' com; 1 
bustion=supporting gas such as air and/or oxygen 
may be added to reactor [0 through line 5 or! any 
desired? place? along‘. the length- of reactor- Ill’v to 
generate! additional" 'hea-t'_.-by'= partial combustion 
within‘ireactor l0. IOther-modi?cationsofthe 
system‘ illustrated/may appear to those skilled in 
the ‘ art -' without ‘‘ deviating from the ' spi'ritfiand 
scope ofmy invention. 
I'My invention will‘ be further illustrated ‘by 

the following-speci?c example. 

' Example 

FeedélZThA? P. LlEast Texas-residuum: 
._Feed preheat in furnace 3 __________ l. 850° F. 
Feed rate thin-4. ______ . _' .... _ _ . 

.Avera‘ge temperature in reo‘eto 0 
._ Average pressure in, reactor 10. Average temperature'in vessel‘SO ' 

‘.Averagepressure in vessel'50 _____ 2 p. s‘. i.‘ g. 
_ Length reactor-l0 ____________ __ 60 . 

a" Slope reactor 10“? ........ _ _ / 

v.Diameter reactor-10..., _ 
‘Average temperature vessel 22 . ._ 
'Average‘pressure vessel 22 5 . s. i. g. 

. ..Average particle size circulated coke; 40-200 microns. 
Coke‘rnte thru valve 14 _ , . _ _ _ _ _ _ . ._ 3.4# coke/#ieed. ‘ 

Air rate thru line'43 _ _ . _ . _ _ i l _ _ _ . __ 4 6 S. C. F: air/# feed‘ 

vv'Colce rate thru‘volvevfls _ _ , _ _ . A _ _ a __' 3.5#'coke/# feed. 

.4 Stripping. steam thru'line 28 .. _______ __ 1 weight percent on feed. 
Diameter stripping section 24 eeeeeee ._ 24 in. 

.‘QDiorneter disengaging-section 22 _.___ 10 ft. 9 in. 
_. Liquid'quench Water temperature _._ 65° F. 
7 Liquid quench water rate thru' 77 _. 15 weight percent on feed. 
3 Steam injection thru line' 5 __________ ._ 3-weight percent on feed. 

Short Oonven» 
Cont-a ct tionol Fluid 
Time ' Technique 

Comparison for yields; ‘ _ 

Coking temperature,‘ °. F. ._ ________ __ 990 990 
_Pprcssure, p. s, i. g ________________ .. 15 15 
V'Feeil rate‘ volume liquid.“ _ ____________________ __ 
Feed/volume reactor/hr... _ . . . _ _ _. 3.8 > 0. 30 

Contact time, secondsm“ 3 15-25 
Yields: _ _ _v 

.ZDry gas, weight percent._.._.._. .. . n. 10.7 15: 0 
Total distillate, volumepercent . _ .._ 82. 3 76.0 
Coke; weight‘ percent ________________ _ _ 9. 3 12. 0 

The above data demonstrate the'superiorityof 
myv invention over conventional ?uid coking oper 
ation with respect to liquid productyields. In 
addition considerable product quality advantages 
accrueto my technique inasmuch-as the gas oil 
Diesel index is consistently’ appreciably higher 
and the Conradson carbon test on- the gas oil is 
consistently lower than those of gas oils obtained 
in- conventional‘ coking operation, vwhile gasoline 
inspection remains unaffected. 
While the foregoing description and exemplary 

operations haveserved to illustrate speci?c‘ap‘pli 
cations'and results‘of my invention, other mod-i 
?cations obvious to those skilled in the art are 
withinthe scope .of the invention. Onlyfsuch 
limitations should be imposed on'the invention 
asare indicated in the appended claims. 
‘I. claim: 
‘1. Theprocess of producing volatile fuels from 

carbonizable materials at'a carbonization tem 
perature which comprises passing carbonizable 
material through an elongated narrow path' in 
contact with a mass of‘ ?nely divided solids ?uid 
ized byan upwardly ?owing gas and'heatedv in 
dependently of said carboniza-ble material at least 
to said carbonization temperature, for a time of 
about0l5-l5 seconds sufficient to carbonize said 
carbonizable .ma'terial substantially’ completely 
but'insu?ic'ient to. permit substantialcracking of . 
volatile carbonization products to gases, control 
ling the flow velocity'of said gas between-about 
2-30 'ftgper second so as to‘maintain high tur 
bulence of‘said mass across the cross-sectional 
area’ of-"said' path and to force said gas an'dsaid 
mass. in‘ the ‘same direction‘ upwardly through said 
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path-‘whileLpreventingsubstantial'ibaclélmiiiiiig oil‘? 
solids51againstl' the i'?‘ow direction?‘ of lth'e'ichatge; 
discharging"??uidized solids aridlvolatile products 
into a disengaging zone, WithdraWingl'?nelyQ-di-‘ 
vided coke'from said idisengagingizon‘e andviwith 
drawing volatile carboniz'ation products from-said‘ 
disengaging zone. » ' 1 a Y 

2. The proces of-‘claim? 1 whereini-saidiear 
bonizable material is; liquid atis'aid- carbonizati'oni 
‘temperature. - ' a ' ‘ - ' 

13.“; The process» of" claim I 1 ‘wherein?- said l'ca'r 
bonizable material‘ is1 solidllatl the?lcarbonization 
temperature. ' ' ‘ 

masseofisolidsacomprises‘productlcoke. ' . i. 

' 5FThe~ process of produ?-hgfvolatile? products 
from‘ carbonizablesfu'els- ~by; subjectinglisaidi fuels . 
to= a’ carbonizationl temperature-iwhichil comprises: 
passingicarbonizablel 'materi-ali'upwardly-i“through . 
an‘ elongated narrow pathiiin-rcontactlnwitnatun‘ 
bulent mass ‘of’ finelyv dividedi solidsil?uidizedffby 
an upwardlyl’?ow'ing gasI-an'd lheate.d;independ.-. 
ently of said‘ carbonizable-materiali at.~least_>t0 
said- ca'rhonization-Itemperature,Lforlattiine :of : 

> about 05-15 ‘ seconds isu?icie‘ntl to 'l-carbonizeisaid . 

carboniz'able ‘Y material substantially.‘ 'rcompletely 
to form ‘volatile ‘ productsi andlcokei blltiiD-Sll?r 
cientv to~v permit‘ substantialfcracking-i of ' volatile; 
carbonization products? to; gases-‘controlling the: 
flow velocity of: said-‘gas;betweeni-about.: 2-30:»' ft. 
per ‘second so as-to ‘maintain; high turbulence‘ of. , 
said mass across the cross-seetionaliarea. otisaid 
path and? to ‘force-‘I said:v gas; andl'saidtmassr in’ the 
sameidirection upwardlyathrou’ghi said path‘ while ’ 
preventing substantial "back'emi'xing of"'so1i‘ds' 
against the flow directionT-oithef charge, discharg 
ing ?uidized solids 'and"volatileiproductsfrom 
said path ‘into. ai-disengagingczone, withdrawing 
volatile A carboniza'tion."products‘ from said ~zo'ne, 
separately withdrawing" ?nely“ divided rcoke from. 
said- zone, passingv ?nely. divided. coke. thus‘iwith 
drawn -to"a combustion zone, subjecting ?nely 
divided coke- in said combustionzone:toe-"com 
bustionlreactionfto heat said coke at :least to 

a saidcarbonizatioir temperature and passin'g?nely 
divided cokelsoi heated. from" sai'dicombustion' zone 
to said» path at’..airateisumcientxtozsupply at least. 
a‘ portionf‘ofithe'heat of .carbonizationi required 
on said path. ' 

. 6. .‘The' processiofvcl'aim *5: wherein said cokeiis 
stripped ofrassociated volatilecarbonization prod? 
ucts prior to passing said coke to said combustion . 
zone. - 

7. The process of claim :5iwhereinsaid-‘coke:isv 
subjected ‘to said combustion reaction in a dense 
turbulent bed of‘ ?nely divided'solids ?uidized by 
an upwardly flowing‘ combustion-supporting. gas. 

8. The‘ process of claim 5 wherein the temper‘ 
ature in said‘disengagingzone is below the incip 
ient cracking temperature of ‘volatile carboniza 
'tion products; 

'9. ‘The‘process- of claim 5 wherein said car 
bonizable material is liquid at said carbonization 
temperature and said ‘fluidized mass‘oomprises 
a ?nely divided extraneous solid. 

10. The process of ‘claim 5 ‘wherein the -tem 
perature in said disengaging zone is substantially 
the same-as said carbonization temperature. 

11. Theprocess of claim 5 wherein said-solids 
and-volatile-products in said path are quenched 
to a temperature below incipient cracking tem 
perature prior to the separation of cokelfrom 
volatile products. 

12. In‘ the process of ‘continuously carboni'zing 
carbonizable‘ fuels in ‘the fornrof a turbulentbed 

= of‘ ?uidized solids maintained‘ in'a ‘carbonization' 
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zone and supplying heat of carbonization as sensi 
ble heat of ?nely divided product coke heated by 
a combustion reaction carried out in a dense 
?uidized bed of product coke maintained in a 
separate combustion zone, the improvement 
which comprises controlling the carbonization 
time at a length within about 05-15 seconds de 
sirable for the prevention of cracking of volatile 
products to gases by passing said carbonizable 
material in contact with a ?uidized mass of said 
heated coke at a controlled rate upwardly through 
a carbonization zone forming ‘an inclined elon 
gated narrow path having a ratio of length over 
diameter of at least 7 and a diameter adapted 
to permit at the prevailing ?ow rate turbulence 
of the charge across the cross-section of said 
path and to prevent substantial backmiXing of 
solids against the flow direction of the charge. 

13. The process of claim 12 wherein ?uidized 
coke and carbonization products flow in the same 
direction upwardly through said path. 

14. The process of producing volatile products 
from liquid carbonizable fuels of comparatively 
high speci?c gravity and high viscosity yielding 
volatile coking products of high cracking sensi 
tivity, which comprises subjecting said fuels to a 
carbonization temperature within the range of 
850° to 1200° F., passing said carbonizable fuels 
upwardly through an inclined elongatedtransfer 
line carbonization zone in contact with a turbu 
lent mass of heated solids of particle size within 
the range of 50 to 200 mesh, ?uidized by an up 
wardly ?owing gas stream having a super?cial 
velocity of about 2 to 30 ft. per second, to form 
a ?uid solids mass of density 0.1 to 10 lbs. per 
cu. ft. and heated independently of said carbon 
izable material at least to said carbonization tem 
perature, for a period of from about 0.5 to 15 
seconds within said reaction zone su?icient to 
carbonize said carbonizable liquids substantially 
completely to form volatile products and coke, 
but insu?icient to crack said volatile carboniza 
tion products to a substantial degree to gases, 
controlling the ?ow velocity of said gas between 
about 230 it. per second so as to maintain high 
turbulence of said mass across the cross-sectional 
area of said path and to force said gas and said 
mass in the same direction upwardly through said 
path while preventing substantial back-mixing 
of solids against the flow direction of the charge, 
discharging ?uidized solids and volatile products 
from said transfer line reaction zone into a dis— 
engaging zone, withdrawing volatile carboniza 
tion products from said zone, passing ?nely di 
vided coke thus withdrawn, to a combustion zone, 
subjecting ?nely divided coke in said combustion 
zone to a combustion reaction to heat said coke 
at least to said carbonization temperature, and 
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10 
passing ?nely divided coke so heated, from said 
combustion zone to said transfer line carboniza 
tion zone at a rate suf?cient to supply at least a 
portion of the heat of carbonization required in 
said carbonization zone. 

15. The process of producing volatile products 
from liquid carbonizable‘ fuels of relatively high 
speci?c gravity and high viscosity, which com 
prises passing said fuels at a carbonization tem 
perature of about 850°~l400° F. through an elon 
gated narrow path in contact with ,a mass of 
?nely divided solids ?uidized by an upwardly 
?owing gas and heated independently of said 
cabonizable fuel at least to said carbonization 
temperature, for a time of about 05-15 seconds 
suf?cient to carbonize said fuels substantially 
completely but insufficient to permit substantial 
cracking of volatile carbonization products to 
gases, controlling the flow velocity of said gas 
between about 10-30 ft. per second so as to main 
tain high turbulence of said mass across the 
cross-sectional area of said path and to force said 
gas and said mass in the same direction upwardly 
through said path while preventing substantial 
back-mixing of solids against the ?ow direction 
of the charge, discharging ?uidized solids and 
volatile products into a disengaging zone, with 
drawing ?nely divided coke from said disengaging 
zone and withdrawing volatile carbonization 
products from said disengaging zone. 

16. The process of claim 15 in which said dis 
engaging zone is a gas-solids separation zone 
wherein solids are separated from gas by centrif 
ugal action, and in which said ?uidized solids 
and volatile products are passed directly from 
said path into said separation zone. 

WALTER A. REX. 
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